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Build an
understanding of
SCO, the SCO tools
and how to apply
them in your
organization
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SCO 1

ü Collaboration
Process
ü Collaboration
Tool Kit

SCO 2

TRAINING

ü Visibility Model

TRAINING

ü Visibility Maturity
Model & Scorecard
ü Cost of Visibility
Analysis Tool Inputs
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website

e-book

scofoodservice.com
or

ifmaworld.com
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What to Expect
o Challenge of the status quo
o Ideas
o Inspiration
o New connections
o Some work and some fun
o Raise the bar for the industry
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SCO Value
ü Stakeholder Alignment
ü Better Solutions
ü Improved Efficiency
ü Patron Satisfaction
ü Bottom Line Growth
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Workshop #1
Value of SCO
directions:
At your table, discuss the following questions:
• Why did your organization ask you to
participate?
• What are you personally hoping to accomplish
today?
• What are some of your organization’s supply
chain challenges that SCO may help address?
timing: 15 minutes
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THE NEED

SUPPLY CHAIN
OPTIMIZATION
+ GREATER
VISIBLITY
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FOODSERVICE

VISIBILITY
Are we
heading for
a
crisis?

SCO 2.0 enabling trust through
SCO visibility
TRAINING
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The case for transparent sourcing
Of consumers that research foodservice brands, 56% of them have stopped visiting a
foodservice location or chain because of something they found—negative news
reports, unclear sourcing and food ingredients are some of the factors that have
caused them to turn away.
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June 20, 2017 | 5:00 pm |

According to a report from NPR, a half a pound of food waste is created
per meal that is made in a restaurant, whether it’s from what is left on a
customer’s plate, or in the kitchen itself.
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The Case for Foodservice Visibility, goes far beyond safety and recalls…

Source: WASTED: Second Edition of NRDC’s Landmark Food Waste Report, August 2017
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“Transformative 12 Technologies” affecting food systems, if scaled could deliver significant impact by 2030
Changing the shape of demand

Alternative proteins
Agriculture’s impact on freshwater withdrawal could
reduce by 7%-12%.

Food-sensing technologies for food
safety,
quality and traceability
Reduce food waste by 5%-7%.

Nutrigenetics for personalized nutrition
Reduce total global overweight
population by 1%-2%.

Promoting value-chain linkages
Mobile service
delivery
Increase farmer
income by 3%-6% and
reduce food loss by
2%-5%.

Big data and advanced
analytics for insurance
Farmer income could
increase by up
to 2%.

Internet of things for real-time
supply chain transparency and
traceability Reduce food loss
by 1%-4%.

Technology enabled
traceability – e.g.
Blockchain
Reduce food loss
by 1%-2%.

Creating effective production systems
Precision agriculture
for input and wateruse optimization
Reduce agriculture’s
impact on water use by
2%-5%.
Microbiome technologies to

enhance crop resilience Increase
farmer income by 2%-3% and
reduce food loss by 1%-2%.

Off-grid renewable energy
generation and storage for access
to electricity Increase farmer
yields by 4%- 7% and reduce
agriculture’s impact on freshwater
withdrawal
by 4%-8%

Source: Innovation with a Purpose: The Role of Technology Innovation in Accelerating Food- Systems Transformation, World Economic Forum, 23 January 2018,
https://www. weforum.org/reports/innovation-with-a-purpose-the-role-of-technology-innovation-in- accelerating-food-systems-transformation.

Gene-editing for
multitrait seed
improvements
Increase farmer
income by 1%-2%.

Biological- based crop
protection and micronutrients
for soil management Increase
yields by up to 1% and reduce
agriculture’s greenhouse-gas
emissions by up to 1%.
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SCO
Definition

A collaborative, transparent
process and toolkit
that consistently delivers
the right product,
in the right quantity,
at the right price,
to the right place,
at the right time,
to ultimately delight the consumer.
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SCO VISION
To establish end-to-end
collaboration and visibility across
the foodservice supply chain
through a collaborative datadriven platform
via the 3Ts:
Tracking, Traceability and
Transparency.
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Operator
Board Survey
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How would you characterize the effectiveness and efficiency of your current interaction and collaboration
between you and your key channel partners around supply chain management?

State of Current Supply Chain
Interaction & Collaboration
Highly effective/efficient

10%

Somewhat effective/efficient

75%

neither

2%

Somewhat inefficient/ineffective

13%

Highly ineffective/inefficient

0%

“I don’t know what
I don’t know”
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Identify your greatest areas of challenge or frustration when it comes to Supply Chain Optimization
interaction with suppliers, chain operators and/or distributors?

Top 4 Areas of Challenge or Frustration

What are they?
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Identify your greatest areas of challenge or frustration when it comes to Supply Chain Optimization
interaction with suppliers, chain operators and/or distributors?

Top 4 Areas of Challenge or Frustration
Collaborative communication
Accurate & timely forecasting

“We do not have
a published
process for this”

Transparency / information sharing
Inventory management
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Our greatest inefficiency is...

“the amount of time spent in back and forth
communication as a result of not having a
clean process that outlines how stakeholders
work together.”
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What is your organization’s single biggest Supply Chain opportunity area relative to interactions with
external partners?

Better
Communication
Lowering/controlling
costs

LTO Management

“Communication and execution. It seems we always have a
breakdown in one area with external partners.”
“Lowering our total costs”

“Testing, forecasting and execution on LTO items.”

Demand
Predictability

“Accurate forecasts provided by the partner… with the appropriate
lead time to execute cost efficient supply.”

Collaboration

“Collaborative communication among cross functional teams.”
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Q - How satisfied are you with your Supply Chain Visibility
(tracking, traceability and transparency)?

Satisfaction with
Current Supply Chain Visibility
Very Satisfied

0

Somewhat Satisfied

21%

Neither

12%

Somewhat Unsatisfied

56%

Very Unsatisfied

11%
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Visibility Opportunities

“Internal alignment to consolidate system and
invest in streamlined data.”

“A reliable system,
GS1 across our suppliers.”

“End-to-End visibility of
inbound POs.”
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Q - Identify your greatest areas of challenge or frustration when it comes to Supply Chain Visibility?

Top 4 Areas of Challenge or Frustration
Ability to track products
Degree of transparency of information
related to my supply chain
Lack of the right skills and capabilities
to improve visibility
Organization's willingness to improve,
invest or change
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Supply Chain Optimization

Setting the stage for SCO
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Collaborative planning best practices
OCM

Operator
Collaboration
Model

Segmentation
Framework

JBP

SCO

SCO

Joint Business
Planning

Supply Chain
Collaboration

Supply Chain
Visibility

OperatorSupplier
Planning
Process

OperatorSupplierDistributor
Optimization
Model

OperatorSupplierDistributor
Optimization
Model
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OCM

OPERATOR
COLLABORATION
MODEL

collaborative

su

pp
or
t

strategic

preferred

transactional

Segmentation
model for
choosing
collaboration
partners

THE RELATIONSHIP
PYRAMID
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OCM
MANUFACTURER
PERSPECTIVE
“We are a strategic partner with this
account and their “Category captain”

“We invest heavily in support,
including customized solutions”

“We add value beyond product
with this important account”

“We’re an important and
reliable supplier”

OPERATOR
COLLABORATION
MODEL

OPERATOR
PERSPECTIVE
strategic

collaborative

preferred

transactional

“My supplier is integrated into my
business processes”

“My supplier brings me ideas to
improve my business”

“My supplier has the best product
for my operational need”
“My supplier delivers the right
product at a competitive price”
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Supply Chain Optimization

Phase 1: Building the
foundation for trust and
collaboration

SCO TRAINING
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Collaboration
Process
Collaboration Process

Process that enables partners
to work better together
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1

1

internal
alignment

2

3

4

5

internal
alignment

Ensure organizational alignment
internally on SCO objectives before
engaging partners

objectives
elements

1. Establish overall Supply Chain
Optimization goals
2. Define objectives for SCO
partnerships
3. Assign ownership, expectations,
timeline and resources

1

2

3

4

5

internal
alignment

Internal Objectives of SCO Partnership
• x
• x
• x
Team: Lead / Support

Resources Required / Available

x

x

x

x

x

x

Internal Deliverables

Internal Key Milestones

• x

• x

• x

• x

• x

• x

elements

1

2

3

4

5

align on
partnership

2

1

2

3

4

5

align on
partnership

partners gain alignment on
overall objectives

objectives
elements

1. Utilize OCM model and other key
factors to assess existing relationships
and desired relationship with partner(s)
2. Choose partners and align with them
on SCO Collaboration effort, timing and
work teams

1

2

3

4

5

align on
partnership

Potential
factors for
choosing
partners

•

OCM

•

Total Volume

•

Number of Products Sourced

•

Number of Menu Items

•

Risk of Supply (single source,
long lead time, LTO)

elements

1

2

3

4

5

align on
partnership

SCO Partner Selection
Matrix

elements

High
Risk

Low
Risk

B - Priority
SCO
Partners

X

Low Volume

A - Strategic
SCO
Partners

C - Important
SCO
Partners
High Volume
1

2

3

4

5

3

share areas of
collaboration

1

2

3

4

5

share areas of
collaboration

partners agree on areas in which
they want to better collaborate

objectives

1. Benchmark current state using SCO Toolkit

elements

(scorecards, communication map, data
standards)

2. Share approach to key processes such as:

forecasting, planning, order management,
logistics, LTO lifecycle management

3. Gain agreement on areas of collaboration
1

2

3

4

5

SCO

Collaboration Scorecard
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SCO

Core Menu Management Process
Assessment Framework *

PHASE 1

Identification &
Alignment
Key Topics/Questions
• What are the
category/item goals
and objectives?
• Share category/item
characteristics: type,
items, length, timing,
geography(s), proxies
with partners
• Process participants,
internal and external?
• Forecast approach,
inputs, modeling?
•

Data sharing:
who/what/when/how?

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

Planning

Execution

Key Topics/Questions
• Establish and share
item forecast(s),
tolerance(s), timing
and updating/
reforecasting protocols
• Partner info
requirements, leadtimes, commitments?
• Key constraints ingredients, processes,
availability
• What are the overall
production, distribution
and inventory plans?

Key Topics/Questions
• Calculate and share
item reforecast(s),
tolerance(s), timing
• Determine net
requirements, create
replenishment orders
• Share inventory
balances/locations,
movement
opportunities/costs
• Exception monitoring:
stock hi/lo, over/under
sales performance,
production/DC delays

PHASE 4

Analysis &
optimization
Key Topics/Questions
• Validation: ongoing
results vs
goals/objectives
• Projected vs. Actual
e.g. sales, inventories,
orders/deliveries,
production
• Lessons learned,
opportunities for
improvement
• Stakeholder feedback,
improvement plan

*Framework provided by

SCO

Scorecard
Phase 1 – Identification & Alignment

Please provide the most appropriate answer based on the current fiscal year
Phase 1 - Identification & Alignment (prior to start of fiscal year)

Rarely /
Never

Not
consistently

Most of the
time

Always

1. Were the annual sales goals and objectives for the year shared prior or
at the start of the year?

Scorecard Questions

Communication
Map

2. Were the right communication needs identified? (content, timing,
length, geography)
3 Was the communication timing requirements (e.g. when the data has
to be available to other partners)) been clearly communicated?
4. Were the appropriate data providers, receivers, and users identified?

Data Standards

5. Were the key data characteristics ( type, items, length, timing,
geography) clearly defined?
6. Was the key data defined and organized in a way that makes it easy
for your organization to utilize?
7. Is there a formal joint business planning process in place?

Collaboration
Process

8. Were overall business strategies and capabilities discussed?
9. Was a defined approach / process for forecasting established?
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SCO

Scorecard
Phase 2 – Planning

Please answer the most appropriate answer based on the current fiscal year
Phase 2 - Planning (at start of the fiscal year)

Rarely /
Never

Not
consistently

Most of the
time

Always

10. Was the initial and ongoing item forecasts shared on the expected
timeline?

Scorecard Questions

Communication
Map

11. Were the manufacturer and distributor requirements (e.g. lead time,
capacity, item commitments, ingredient constraints) shared on the
expected timelines?
12. Did the format of the forecast data enable easy use by your
organization?

Data Standards
13. Did the format of the supplier and distributor requirement data
enable easy use by your organization?

Collaboration
Process

14. Were the production, distribution and inventory plans shared with all
partners and discussed as needed?
15. Was the impact of non-recurring occurrences (e.g. LTOs/promotions,
timing of holidays) discussed?
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SCO

Scorecard
Phase 3 – Execution

Please answer the most appropriate answer based on the current fiscal year
Phase 3 - Execution

Rarely /
Never

Not
consistently

Most of the
time

Always

Scorecard Questions

16. Are item re-forecasts shared on the expected timeline?

Communication
Map

17. Is there ongoing visibility and tracking against manufacturer and
distributor requirements (e.g. lead time, capacity, item commitments,
ingredient constraints)?
18. Is current sales POS, inventory balances/locations, and item
movement opportunities/costs shared on the expected timelines?

Data Standards

19. Is their consistency in the the application of the data standards
throughout the fiscal year?

Collaboration
Process

20. Are updates to the production, distribution and inventory plans
shared on the expected timelines?
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SCO

Scorecard
Phase 4 – Analysis & Optimization

Please answer the most appropriate answer based on LTOs/Promotions ran over the last 12 months
Phase 4 - Analysis & Optimization (throughout and at end of year)

Rarely /
Never

Not
consistently

Most of the
time

Always

21 Are overall results of the fiscal year vs. goals / objectives shared?

Scorecard Questions

Communication
Map

Data Standards

Collaboration
Process

22. Is performance (actual vs. projected) shared for production,
inventories, orders, and delivers?
23. Are any changes / updates to the data standards implemented
based on insights from the fiscal year?
24. Are lessons learned and opportunities for improvement shared and
discussed by all partners?

25. Is specific feedback provided to partners?
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4

identify
opportunities
& activate

1

2

3

4

5

partners jointly activate
specific opportunities

identify
opportunities &
activate
objectives

1. Agree on specific opportunities

elements

2. Develop activation plan
and define resources needed

3. Create scorecard to track
results

1

2

3

4

5

Example Opportunities
from the Pilots
• Establish formal planning meetings

identify
opportunities &
activate

ahead of product launches / changes

elements

• Improve relevancy of launch
communications to franchisees
• Develop RACI for all stakeholders
• Create scorecards with specific metrics
for each stage
• Establish post-promotion review sessions
1

2

3

4

5

review
& refine

5

1

2

3

4

5

review
& refine

partners track performance
and make adjustments to
activities and their relationship

objectives
elements

1. Develop approach to update

meetings (timing, who’s involved)

2. Review execution against
scorecard

3. Discuss status or relationship and
new opportunities

1

2

3

4

5

Collaboration
Tools
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Foundational
Elements

Principles
o

Collaboration

o

Trust

o

Transparency

o

Timeliness

o

Accuracy

o Technology

o

Ownership

o Standards

o

Accountability

o

Quality

o Process

o

Value

o

Leadership

o Measurement

o

Innovation

o Plans

Enablers

o Decision Rights
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Communication Map
Communication Map
Shows how data and
information flows between
partners
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Communication Map
• Defines over 70 common data
flows between partners
• Enables benchmarking of your
current approach
• Template to adjust what you
communicate to partners

Communication Map
Shows how data and
information flows between
partners

Addresses the following questions:
ü Am I sharing the right information with
my partners?
ü Is there information that I am sharing
today that needs to be simplified or
eliminated?
ü What functions within the organizations
of my partner do I need to establish
direct communication with?
ü What is the optimal timing for sharing
and receiving information?
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Communication Map
Sample

Communication Map
Shows how data and
information flows between
partners

Supply Chain Optimization Communication Map
Last Updated: October 2017
Note: Data flows that the SCO Board identified as key are marked with an X in column B
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Key Data
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

From
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Distributor
Distributor
Distributor
Distributor
Distributor

To
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator
Operator

Information / Data
Sourcing & Manufacturing Capabilities
Capacity
Contingency Plans
Lead Time Requirements
Production Schedule, Minimums & Capacity
Food Quality & Safety Programs
Pricing / Cost Transparency
Pricing
Sales & Marketing Capabilities
Innovation / Menu Development
Inventory Levels
Item Master Data
Location Master Data
Shipment Data
Purchase Orders
Inventory Levels
Case Movement (Velocity)
Capacity
Transportation / Logistics Plan
Food Quality & Safety Programs

Source
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Quality Assurance
Sales
Customer Service
Sales & Marketing
Culinary / R&D
Production
Supply Chain & IT
Supply Chain & IT
Logistics
Logistics
Warehousing
Warehousing
Warehousing & Transportation
Logistics
Quality Assurance

User
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Quality Assurance
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Marketing
Culinary
Supply Chain
Supply Chain & IT
Supply Chain & IT
Supply Chain
Customer Service
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Supply Chain

When
Annually
Quarterly
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Weekly
Annually
Annually
Weekly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Weekly
Weekly
Daily
Daily
Annually
Annually
Monthly
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Data Standards
Data Standards

Rules establishing a
consistent format for
information
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Data Standards

Data Standards
• Tools used to initiate a
discussion on
collaborative data
management.
• Leads to the creation
of specific rules and
data formats that will
govern the sharing of
data between partners

Rules establishing a
consistent format for
information

Specific tools include:
ü Types of Data Standards: to create consistency
in discussing data between partners.

ü Data Management Roadmap: to benchmark
an organization’s internal sophistication around
data management.

ü Questions to Ask Your Partner: a starting point to
creating your own data governance approach.

ü Data Standards for 9 Critical Data Flows: to

benchmark how partners currently share the nine
key pieces of data as identified by the Board.
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Deliverable –
Data Management Questionnaire

Data Standards

Rules establishing a
consistent format for
information

Questions to be Discussed between Partners
1. Who Are the Data Sponsor(s) & Steward(s)
2. What Data Will Be Collected/Shared? Why?
3. How Will the Data Be Organized?
4. How Will the Data Be Documented?
5. How Will Data Quality Be Assured – QA?
6. What Will Be the Data Storage/Preservation Strategy?
7. What Are the Data Policies?
8. How Will the Data Be Disseminated/Shared?
9. What Are the Assigned Roles and Responsibilities?
10.What Is the Data Management Cost Structure?
SCO TRAINING

Workshop #2
Collaboration Scorecard
directions:
1. Review the completed
collaboration scorecard and
discuss potential areas of focus of
an SCO initiative
2. Capture top 3 areas on flipchart
timing: 15 minutes
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SUPPLY CHAIN COLLABORATION SCORECARD
Phase 1 - Identification & Alignment
Communication
Map

Data Standards
Collaboration
Process

Data Standards
Collaboration
Process

Data Standards
Collaboration
Process

Distributor

AVG.

2.2

1.3

1.7

2.4

2.0

1. Were the annual sales goals and objectives for the year shared prior or at the start of the year?

2

2

1

2

2

1.8

2. Were the right communication needs identified? (content, timing, length, geography)

2

2

2

2

4

2.4

3 Was the communication timing requirements (e.g. when the data has to be available to other
partners)) been clearly communicated?
4. Were the appropriate data providers, receivers, and users identified?

3

2

2

1

3

2.2

5. Were the key data characteristics ( type, items, length, timing, geography) clearly defined?

3
2

3
3

1
1

NA
1

3
3

2.5
2.0

6. Was the key data defined and organized in a way that makes it easy for your organization to utilize?

2

2

1

NA

3

2.0

3
3
2
2.5
2

3
2
1
2.0
2

2
1
1
1.7
2

2
2
2
3.5
3

2
1
1
2.7
3

2.4
1.8
1.4
2.5
2.4

3

3

2

2

2

2.4

12. Did the format of the forecast data enable easy use by your organization?
13. Did the format of the supplier and distributor requirement data enable easy use by your
organization?
14. Were the production, distribution and inventory plans shared with all partners and discussed as
needed?

2

1

2

4

3

2.4

3

2

1

4

3

2.6

2

1

1

4

2

2.0

15. Was the impact of non-recurring occurrences (e.g. LTOs/promotions, timing of holidays) discussed?

3

3

2

4

3

3.0

2.4

2.6

2.0

2.0

1.8

2.2

16. Are item re-forecasts shared on the expected timeline?

1

2

2

2

1

1.6

17. Is there ongoing visibility and tracking against manufacturer and distributor requirements (e.g. lead
time, capacity, item commitments, ingredient constraints)?
18. Is current sales POS, inventory balances/locations, and item movement opportunities/costs shared
on the expected timelines?

2

3

2

4

1

2.4

3

2

2

1

2

2.0

19. Is there consistency in the the application of the data standards throughout the fiscal year?

3

3

2

NA

2

2.5

20. Are updates to the production, distribution and inventory plans shared on the expected timelines?

3

3

2

1

3

2.4

7. Is there a formal joint business planning process in place?
8. Were overall business strategies and capabilities discussed?
9. Was a defined approach / process for forecasting established?
10, Was the initial and ongoing item forecasts shared on the expected timeline?
11. Were the manufacturer and distributor requirements (e.g. lead time, capacity, item commitments,
ingredient constraints) shared on the expected timelines?

Phase 3 - Execution
Communication
Map

Manufacturer

2.4

Phase 2 – Planning
Communication
Map

Operator
Operator Operator
Purchasing Marketing Distribution

1 = Rarely / never; 2 = Not consistently; 3 = Most of the time; 4 = Always

SCO Collaboration Phase - Key Learnings
1. Lack of Alignment is Extensive
Beyond the roles that were engaged directly in the
pilot process, we identified the need for better
alignment for many other functions:
• Operator Brand Marketing
• Franchisee Community
• Third Party Logistic Companies
• Redistribution

3. Total Costs of LTOs are Not Clear
Total enterprise costs related to LTOs are not always
clear and not shared with all relevant stakeholders,
which potentially misrepresents the success of an
initiative.
• Supply chain hard costs (e.g. obsolete inventory)
and soft costs (additional time to manage fire drills)
are not always factored in to an LTOs financial
performance assessment.

2. Collaborative Planning is Crucial
Collaborative planning sessions (like the pilot work
shops) are necessary to force transparency around
issues and needs, and to expose supply chain
optimization opportunities.
• Nothing can replace a face-to-face meeting.
• Open-forum work shops reveal truth and lead to
collaborative solutions.
• Quick wins were identified by engaging in an open
dialogue around efficiency opportunities.

4. LTO Life-Cycles are Not Fully Mapped
The LTO life-cycle is not properly mapped and
understood by all parties leading to missed
opportunities to improve efficiency.
• Many opportunities were identified around the
launch and the wind down of the LTO.
• Each operator has a different LTO strategy and
rhythm that needs to be understood by trading
partners.
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Supply Chain Optimization

Phase 2: Enabling trust
through greater visibility

SCO TRAINING

VISIBILITY TOOLS
o Visibility Model: with

definitions for tracking
traceability &
transparency

o Visibility Maturity Model,

Roadmap & Scorecard

o Cost of Visibility Analysis

Tool
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SCOVisibility
Visibility Model
SCO
Model
TRACKING:
TRACKING
G:

VISION
To establish end-to-end
nd
d
visibility across the
foodservice supply chain
ha
aiin
through a collaborative
ve
e

Ability to
o do
document, inform and openly view
showing
where product or service is
data sh
how
process or supply chain.
in the
e pr

VISIBILITY
Technology enabled accessibility to
real time sharing of standardized,
complete and accurate data

data-driven platform

required to manage the end-to-end

via the 3Ts: Tracking,

supply chain so we can provide

Traceability and
Transparency

consumers and stakeholders with
safe, quality products.

TRACEABILITY:
TR
RAC
Ca
Capability
apa
to openly view and verify where
product and it’s ingredients/components
a pr
came
ca
am from, the timing they were at each
location,
and the processing/handling
lo
oca
that
that took place.

TRA
TRANSPARENCY:
AN

Access
Accesss to
t all data in the supply chain,
end-to-end,
end-to-e
end tailored to the desired scope of
the user, and
a includes relevant information
to ensure con
consumer
trust.
nsu

SCO 2.0 enabling trust
through
visibility
SCO
TRAINING

Visibility Maturity Model,
Roadmap & Scorecard
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Visibility Maturity Model Overview
• What it is?
• A comprehensive self assessment
tool in which an entity can plot its
level of supply chain visibility
maturity
• Considers current and future state
inputs including: people, process,
technology and data.
• Sets the stage and roadmap for
supply chain visibility internally
and across trading partners.

What does it answer?
ü Provides a basis for understanding an
entity’s current level of supply chain
visibility maturity
ü Identifies and uncovers gaps in supply
chain visibility maturity within the entity
and with its trading partners
ü Lays out a path towards improving
supply chain visibility
ü Works in concert with Cost of Visibility
(COV) model to determine visibility ROI.
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VISIBILITY MATURITY : DEFINITIONS
DEGREE OF
VISIBILITY

TRANSPARENCY

TRACEABILITY

TRACKING

Access to all data in the supply chain, end-to-end, tailored to the
desired scope of the user, and includes relevant information to ensure
consumer trust.

Capability to openly view and verify where a product and its
ingredients/components came from, the timing they were at each
location, and the processing/handling that took place.

Ability to document, inform and openly view data showing where
product or service is in the supply chain.

BUSINESS
SCOPE/CAPABILIITIES
SCO TRAINING

DEGREE OF
VISIBILITY

AUTOMATE
ORCHESTRATE

VISIBILITY MATURITY
MODEL

ECOSYSTEM

OPTIMIZE
COLLABORATE
VALUE CHAIN

PREVENT
INTEGRATE
SUPPLY CHAIN

Expanded digital
sharing and
access to data by
multiple trading
partners

Complete
transparency
across all trading
partners via
flexible digital
platform(s)

Mix of manual
and digital sharing
of data primarily
with 1-up and
1-down trading
partners

TRANSPARENCY

TRACEABILITY

SHARE
ANTICIPATE

EXTERNAL
INTERNAL

CORPORATE SILO

SEE
REACT

Manual sharing of
data with crossfunctional groups

TRACKING

FUNCTIONAL SILO
Manual processes;
no cross-functional
visibility

1

2

3

BUSINESS SCOPE/CAPABILIITIES

4

5
SCO TRAINING

Tools &
Technology

Visibility Roadmap – Part 1: Tools & Technology
Level 1:
Functional Silo

Level 2:
Corporate Silo

Level 3:
Supply Chain

Level 4:
Value Chain

• Heavy reliance on Excel
spreadsheets, email, fax,
phone
• Disparate data sources
and system
• Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI),
Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), Point of
Sale (POS)*
• Manual
• Point Solutions
• Poor data access,
quality/integrity and
security
• No external supply chain
status monitoring

• Limited use of
integrated homegrown
legacy systems
• Limited digitization
• Limited monitoring of
visibility attributes (e.g.
inventory balances,
shelf life)
• Limited tracking
capability (Pallet
tracking)
• Improvement in data
quality within internal
systems

• Limited use of
homegrown and/or
off the shelf systems
by select group of
partners
• Introduction of
digital based
integration
(Application
Programming
Interface (API)
• Expanded
monitoring of key
visibility attributes
(e.g. inv. locations)
• Initial application of
monitoring of
technologies (e.g.
Barcodes,
Advanced Ship
Notice (ASN)

• Access to digital
platform by majority
of trading partners
• Extended
application of
Digital
• Monitoring broader
set of visibility
attributes (e.g. IOT
for temperature,
shelf life, etc.)
• Additional
application of
monitoring of
technologies (e.g.
Motion, video)
• Broader application
of monitoring of
technologies (e.g.
Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID),

Level 5:
Ecosystem
• Multi-enterprise,
integrated platform(s)
• Industry-based solution
• Fully digitized tracking
of system inventory
• Full adoption of API
• Shared general ledger
(Blockchain)
• Full scale visibility
attribute
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Visibility Roadmap – Part 2: Approach
Level 1:
Functional Silo

Approach

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disconnected
Reactive
Linear
Labor Intensive
Functional accountability
Ad hoc
Proprietary or lack of
standardization

Level 2:
Corporate Silo

Level 3:
Supply Chain

Level 4:
Value Chain

Level 5:
Ecosystem

• Mix of manual and
system-based sharing
• Shared responsibility /
limited accountability
• Leveraging supply chain
visibility in Sales and
Operation Planning
(S&OP) process
• Loosely defined
corporate standards
(GS1 or proprietary)

• Increased
connectivity of
direct trading
partners: 1 up 1
down
• Mix of manual and
system-based
sharing
• Preventive alerting
to future issues
• Increased visibility
on prioritized
products
• Proactive processes
• Cross partner
accountability
• Limited industry
standards (GS1)
between partners

• Network
• Collaborative
process
• One standardized
process between all
partners
• Expanded use of
GS1
• Networked
accountability
• Exception
Management

• Full visibility as part of
normal operations
• Automated processes
• Prescriptive use of
technology (i.e. A.I.,
Machine Learning)
• Full adoption of industry
standards and
processes
• Industry accountability
standards board (e.g.
Conexxus)
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Outputs

Visibility Roadmap – Part 3: Outputs
Level 1:
Functional Silo

Level 2:
Corporate Silo

Level 3:
Supply Chain

Level 4:
Value Chain

Level 5:
Ecosystem

• Excel based
• Monthly/Weekly Internal
monitoring and status
reports
• Disparate system
reporting

• Weekly or batch
monitoring alerts status
reports (e.g.
inventories, statuses)
• Data Pull

• Integrated system
reporting
• Daily data
monitoring updates
(e.g. inventory
locations, statuses)

• Digital dashboards
• Intraday sharing of
data and
monitoring (e.g.
inv. locations,
statuses)
• Data Push

• Digital dashboards
• Near real time data
and monitoring
streaming
• Intuitive system outputs
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Visibility Scorecard

SCO TRAINING

Workshop #3
SCO Visibility Maturity
Model & Scorecard
directions: review case
study and score the “level
of visibility” for your
company
timing: 60 minutes
SCO TRAINING

Cost of Visibility

SCO TRAINING

A different
approach is
needed to
evaluate
investments
in visibility
SCO TRAINING

EASY to quantify,
track or measure

Visibility
Costs &
Investments
HARD to quantify,
track or measure

SCO TRAINING

Costs of Visibility
Objective
To identify and
understand the true
costs of supply chain
visibility and potential
cost management and
visibility improvement
solutions
SCO TRAINING

Cost of Quality Model

SCO TRAINING

TWO TYPES OF COSTS

Visibility
Enablement

Visibility
Failure
SCO TRAINING

VISIBILITY ENABLEMENT EXAMPLES

Visibility
Enablement

Supplier selection:
COGS
capabilities vs. cost
Trading partner: onIndirect
boarding, relationship mgt expenses
Standards: GS1, GTIN, GLN, Labor, contract
GDSN
expense
Training: systems,
Labor, contract
scanning, processes
expense
Reporting: tracking,
Labor
cleaning, analysis
Software: database,
Indirect
analytics
expenses
Systems/tech: Upgrades, CAPX, indirect
integration, maintenance expenses
Consumables: Labels,
Indirect
sensors, packaging
expenses
SCO TRAINING

VISIBILITY FAILURE EXAMPLES

Visibility
Failure

Lost sales: stock outs, recall
brand effects, poor
Revenues
transparency
Materials: food waste,
COGS
inaccurate specs, etc.
Remediation: process and
Labor
invoice errors
Recall: inaccuracies, excess Labor,
withdrawal
materials
Transportation: expediting, Logistics
overpayments, transfers
expenses
Inventory: cycle stock, safety Capital cost,
stock
materials
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COST OF VISIBILTY MODEL
Level of Visibility
Attained is defined by:
• Speed
Cost

• Accuracy
Cost of Visibilty
Failures

Cost of
Maintaining
Visibility

• Completeness of
Data Access
• Scope of Product
Affected

Level of Visibilty Attained
SCO TRAINING

COV
Dimensions
Dimension

Description

How to Quantify

Available

A cost or expense account that Record the cost and note the
can be clearly identified
source of the data

Embedded

Captured by the system but
aggregated into a larger cost
account

Estimate the relevant fraction
of the total account cost

Missing or not tracked in the
accounting system

Estimate a maximum,
minimum and most likely cost
value along with assumptions
or other supporting rationale

Hidden

SCO TRAINING

COV
Templates

SCO TRAINING

Workshop #4
COV Model
directions:
1. Determine if the items found to
the right are available,
embedded or hidden within
your organization

COV Elements
1. Creation of standards
2. Data access, compilation &
cleaning
3. Data analysts / insight
development

2. As a group, capture the count
in each COV dimension &
discuss accessibility of cost data

4. Lost sales due to stock out

timing: 30 minutes

6. Manual processing of data

5. Reduced yield due to food
waste

SCO TRAINING

Activation

SCO TRAINING

Change must have

Organization
impact

SCO TRAINING

Activation
You
Your Organization
Your Partners

SCO TRAINING

You
o What is your role in

visibility?

VISIBILITY MATURITY : DEFINITIONS
DEGREE OF
VISIBILITY

TRANSPARENCY

o What can you do to

improve visibility?

o How can I lead

change?

TRACEABILITY

TRACKING

Access to all data in the supply chain, end-to-end, tailored to the
desired scope of the user, and includes relevant information to ensure
consumer trust.

Capability to openly view and verify where a product and its
ingredients/components came from, the timing they were at each
location, and the processing/handling that took place.

Ability to document, inform and openly view data showing where
product or service is in the supply chain.

BUSINESS
SCOPE/CAPABILIITIES

SCO TRAINING

Your Organization
Is this new work?
Who owns the work?
Work

Who has decision rights?
Who should have input?

Decision
Making

Insights
& Systems

Organization
Productivity
Model

Are there clear roles?
Where does this work belong?

Roles &
Structure

Talent
Development

Performance
Management

Do we know enough?
Can we support?

Do we have the right people?
Are we able to train?

Is there an incentive to do
this work? For who?
SCO TRAINING

Your Partners
SCO Partner Selection
Matrix
o Who are the right partners

to work on visibility?

o What is the ROI for all

High
Risk

B - Priority
SCO
Partners

A - Strategic
SCO
Partners

parties?

o How do I engage them in

Low
Risk

X

visibility initiatives?

Low Volume

C - Important
SCO
Partners
High Volume
SCO TRAINING

Recommended First Steps
1. Assess your current ROI model on visibility
investments and limited time offers to
drive more informed decision making

5.

2. Gain initial buy-in from leadership & crossfunctional partners which will greatly
increase speed of change

Implement a collaborative planning
process for internal and external
resources with clear roles and
responsibilities

6.

3. Benchmark your organization’s current
visibility across your supply chain using the
SCO Maturity Scorecard

Build a comprehensive RACI model to
create responsibility and accountability
for all partners

7.

Focus initially on LTOs by mapping
lifecycle to enable consistency

6.

Build standardized approach to
engagement by engaging internal and
external partners in a consistent
communication loop

4. Identify key trading partners for which
developing a deeper, more collaborative
relationship makes sense
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Workshop #5
SCO Visibility
Activation
directions: build an
optimization plan for
your Case Study
company
timing: 45 minutes
SCO TRAINING

Workshop #6
SCO Getting Started

SCO Activation – 90 Day Plan
Name:
Organization:

directions:
Create your 90-day plan
on how you will lead
supply chain optimization
at your organization

Areas of Focus

Desired Goal

Action Plan

Resources, Timing

Your Role

Your Next Steps

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

timing: 15 minutes
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Supply Chain Optimization

TRAINING
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